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Abstract. Different virtual memory regions (e.g., stack and heap) have differ-
ent properties and characteristics. For example, stack data are thread-private by
definition while heap data can be shared between threads. Compared with heap
memory, stack memory tends to take a large number of accesses to a rather small
number of pages. These facts have been largely ignored by designers. In this
paper, we propose two novel designs that exploit stack memory’s unique charac-
teristics to optimize the on-chip memory system.

The first design is Anticipatory Superpaging - automatically create superpages
for stack memory at the first page fault in a potential superpage, increasing TLB
reach and reducing TLB misses. It is transparent to applications and does not re-
quire kernel to employ online analysis algorithms and page copying. The second
design is Stack-Aware Cache Placement - stack accesses are routed to their lo-
cal slices in a distributed shared cache, while non-stack accesses are still routed
using cacheline interleaving. The primary benefit of this mechanism is reduced
power consumption of the on-chip interconnect. Our simulation shows that the
first innovation reduces TLB misses by 10% - 20%, and the second one reduces
interconnect power consumption by over 14%.

1 Introduction

The concept of stack memory is universally supported in today’s computer systems. By
definition, it is used for local variables inside subroutines, and for private data visible
only to the thread that they are attached to. The operating system (OS) supports usage
of stack and heap by defining them in the virtual memory address space.

Figure 1 shows the virtual address map of a 32-bit Linux. 64-bit systems are similar.
Different segments have clearly defined software semantics. For example, if the address
from a user application is greater than 0x80000000, we know except for pathological
cases it is a location in the stack. Virtual-to-physical address translation is performed in
the memory management unit(MMU). Virtual memory semantics of memory references
are not preserved after MMU, and are not exploited in the design of the memory system
(e.g., cache, interconnect). For example, caches are searched using physical address.
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1.1 Background: Physical Page Allocation, TLB and Superpaging

Memory for the vast majority of applications’ data set is acquired through one of two
dynamic allocation methods: malloc library call or stack growth. malloc triggers the
mmap service in the OS to allocate heap memory in virtual address space. Actual phys-
ical page allocation do not happen until the first access to the memory occurs. Accessing
an unmapped virtual page causes a major page fault. A physical page is then allocated
by the kernel to the faulting virtual page. Compared with the explicit malloc method,
stack growth is implicit and does not have the ”registration” step. A stack pointer reg-
ister simply points to the farthest location (i.e., lowest address) in a function, and page
faults occur when the local variables are first referenced using relative addresses based
on the value in the stack pointer. The memory allocator in the OS does not differ-
entiate among different virtual memory regions. Whether a page fault is triggered by
stack growth or heap expansion, a same page allocation algorithm is executed by the
kernel.

To expedite virtual-to-physical translation, the TLB caches recent translations. Due
to the performance criticality of TLB hits, its size has been limited. As a result, cov-
erage of TLB is rather small compared with the large cache capacity in today’s CMPs.
TLB misses are costly events because a pagetable walk could take hundreds of clock
cycles in a multi-Ghz processor. The penalty is even higher in the case of software TLB
miss handling due to interferences to the instruction pipeline and instruction cache.
The solution for increasing TLB coverage without slowing down TLB hits is the su-
perpage. A superpage maps a region of multiple virtual pages to a region of physical
memory. The physical pages that back a superpage must be contiguous and properly
aligned. A superpage mapping occupies a single TLB entry, thus increases the reach of
the TLB.

Currently, there are two ways for user applications to utilize superpages. The first is
for programmers to explicitly request the OS kernel to create a superpage mapping for
a virtual memory region. Imposing such an intrusive requirement upon application de-
velopers limits its popularity. An alternative approach that is transparent to applications
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is to leave the burden of identifying superpage candidates to the kernel. In this approach,
the kernel runs a competitive algorithm, identifies superpages that should be created,
and dynamically coalesces basic pages into superpages [1]. These online algorithms
tend to be complicated and not always effective. As a result, although the MMU of
almost all general-purpose processors support superpages, the usage of them is rather
limited in practice [2]. Indeed, the key to successful usage of superpaging is two-fold:
1) an effective method to identify virtual pages that when promoted into one superpage,
will receive high reference counts, and 2) to lower or avoid the cost of page copying.

In Section 2, we will present a stack-aware optimization to the page allocator that
builds superpages with high efficacy and low cost. It does not entail any application
programmer involvement, and does not require page copying.

1.2 Background: The Last-Level Cache and the Interconnect

Today’s CMPs have increasingly large last-level caches (LLCs)1. Banks of the LLC
have to be physically distributed on a chip due to their large geometric sizes. Figure 2 is
a representative block diagram of a CMP with a number of LLC slices (banks) and two
memory controllers, interconnected by a ring. There are primarily two types of logical
organizations for the LLC: private caches with coherency maintained between them,
and a shared cache using address-based interleaving.

In private cache architecture, the working set of each thread is attracted to its local
L2 cache. Hardware-supported cache coherency ensures if a block resides in a remote
L2 cache, it will be visible to the requesting core. Disadvantages of private caches in-
clude design complexity for implementing cache coherency and lower utilization of the
L2 cache. Because of these disadvantages, in commercial CMPs, the predominant orga-
nization is distributed shared cache [3]. On a shared cache, memory locations are stat-
ically mapped to cache slice using physical address. With no data duplications within
the LLC, it eliminates the need for maintaining cache coherency between the slices.
Sharing the cache capacity among all cores also improves cache space utilization.

The address-to-cache slice mapping on a shared cache can be page interleaved
or cacheline interleaved. Cacheline interleaving improves interconnect utilization ef-
ficiency, especially for data structures that are heavily shared by threads running on
different cores. In this study, we assume cacheline interleaving, similar to some recent
high-performance processors [3]. Requests to contiguous memory blocks are sent to
different slices. Each cache slice is attached to a different access point on interconnect.

A distributed shared cache’s performance relies critically on interconnect bandwidth.
However, in contrast with ever-increasing core counts and cache sizes, the interconnect
does not scale well. Researchers projected interconnect latencies as high as hundred
cycles [4], and interconnect power up to 36% of chip power [5]. To mitigate the high
interconnect traffic dictated by the distributed shared LLC, we attempt to optimize for
stack memory accesses. We cache stack data in each thread’s local LLC since they are
private data by definition, and thus should better not be cached in remote cache.

1 In this study, we model a two-level cache hierarchy. Therefore L2 cache is our last-level cache.
The two terms are used interchangeably in this paper.
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1.3 Overview of Innovations

We propose to exploit some unique characteristics and properties of stack memory to
improve the efficiency of TLB and interconnect/LLC. Specifically, we present the fol-
lowing two mechanisms.

Anticipatory Superpaging: Based on an observation that stack memory tends to oc-
cupy a small set of pages with high reference counts(data to be presented in Section 2.1),
we automatically build superpages in page fault handling triggered by stack references.
Superpage creation is performed in anticipation of two sets of events: 1) nearby virtual
pages will soon be referenced and would otherwise cause more page faults; 2) the super-
page will receive high access count. We identify superpage candidates at low cost and
also eliminate physical page coalescing. The primary benefit is increased TLB reach
and consequently decreased TLB misses.

Stack-Aware Cache Placement: Based on stack memory’s thread-private nature, we
route stack accesses to the local cache slice, while non-stack accesses are still routed
using the baseline block-interleaved mapping. By creating core-data affinity, we harvest
the advantages of both private and shared LLCs for stack data. One thing worth noting is
that depending on the system size and workload, the proposed mechanism may or may
not lead to noticeable performance improvement. Rather, the major benefit is reduced
traffic on the interconnect and consequently lower power consumption.

The two mechanisms are orthogonal to each other. In the next two sections, we de-
scribe both mechanisms in details. Section 2 elaborates on Anticipatory Superpaging
and Section 3 discusses Stack-Aware Cache Placement.

2 Anticipatory Superpaging

2.1 Motivation

We profiled SPEC 2000 benchmarks to measure the percentages caused by stack mem-
ory in three metrics: memory references, unique pages and data TLB misses. The data
are shown in Figure 3. Accesses to the stack account for about 40% of all memory ref-
erences. For a few applications, e.g., apsi, gap, mesa and swim, there are actually more
references to the stack than the combined sum of all other virtual memory regions.
However, the total number of unique pages used by each application’s stack memory is
on average only 21% of the total data memory footprint, as shown in Figure 3.

An interesting observation is that although the memory footprint of the stack is small,
stack accesses that miss the TLB accounts for 38% of all TLB misses. Further analysis
revealed that stack pages are often evicted out of the TLB by heap page mappings.
The experiment data indicate that stack memory pages have very high access density -
reference count per page, as a result of high reference count and small number of unique
pages. This suggests that they are good candidates for superpages.
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Fig. 3. Percentages of certain statistics caused by stack accesses

2.2 The Proposed Mechanism

We propose Anticipatory Superpaging to automatically create a superpage if a faulting
address is believed to be a stack location. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
superpaging algorithm that possesses both of the following two features:

– Transparent to applications
– No page copying or bookkeeping overhead

The proposed flow for memory allocation is as follows. For each reference, we check
whether it is a stack reference or not: (1) If the reference is non-stack reference, we per-
form normal memory allocation routine, that is, allocate one page. (2) If the reference
is a stack reference, we create a superpage that consists of M basic pages (M is system
dependent). When a stack access causes a major (i.e., ”page not present”) page fault, the
kernel automatically allocates multiple page frames so that a superpage can be created
for the faulting address, instead of just allocating one basic page.

We use 32-bit Linux to show how to quickly perform the check function described
above. In most systems, shared libraries are loaded to address 0x40000000 and above
by default. We can set an empirical value TOP OF LIB to around 0x50000000. As long
as a faulting address belongs to range [TOP OF LIB, 0xC0000000], we build a super-
page for it (0xC0000000 is the boundary between user stack and kernel space). Thus
the cost for identification of stack memory address is negligible. Building a superpage
that consists of M basic pages requires availability of M pages that are contiguous and
aligned. With advanced page frame management such as the Buddy algorithm, these
free pages can usually be found at very low cost. Since we allocate the pages upon the
initial access to the to-be-created superpage, we avoid the high cost of page copying in
conventional approaches.

Aggressively creating superpages for stack memory benefits applications’ perfor-
mance in two ways. The first is increased TLB coverage, since fewer TLB entries
will be taken by stack memory. The other, less obvious, benefit is related to how TLB
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entries are replaced. TLB’s on today’s processors are usually set-associative with least-
recently used (LRU), or some variant of it. A superpage competes with the basic pages
”unfairly”; an access to any of the component pages of a superpage will help to push
the superpage entry toward the bottom in the LRU stack. Organized as superpages,
translations for stack memory have less chance of getting evicted out of the TLB. One
concern maybe that useful mappings for heap data in the same set may get penalized.
Our experiment results (see Section 4) reveal that this is rare with the benchmarks that
we tested.

3 Stack-Aware Cache Placement

Stack-Aware Cache Placement is orthogonal to afore- described superpage/TLB work.
In this section, we start with stack memory references’ behavior in the cache hierar-
chy to motivate our cache/interconnect innovation. We then discuss the challenges in
implementing the proposed idea and our design decisions.

3.1 Motivation

For stack-oriented LLC/interconnect optimizations to have meaningful benefits, a good
percentage of L1 misses need to be stack references. Earlier findings by researchers
suggest that if dedicated for stack variables, a L1 data cache would only need to be
about 8KB to hold the hottest working sets [6], much smaller than a dedicated heap
cache would. One’s intuition might be that with a conventional L1 cache, L1 misses
would have a similar mixture - dominated by heap accesses. Our experiment revealed
that this intuition is not correct.

Data in Figure 4 indicate that of all cache misses from a 32KB L1D, averagely 35%
are stack memory references. Even with a large, 64KB L1 data cache, stack accesses
still account for 30% of all misses, not too much lower than their percentage in origi-
nal programs’ loads and stores (40%). Although the sequence of stack accesses in the
instruction stream have strong locality, it does not translate to commensurate L1 cache
hit rates. The reason is interference from non-stack references. References to the heap
memory constantly cause stack data to be evicted out of the L1 cache. Most of these
thread-private references then get cached in, and fetched from, remote LLC slices.

We seek to optimize the LLC organization by mapping all stack accesses to each
thread’s local LLC slice. The mechanism is called Stack-Aware Cache Placement. When
the otherwise remote LLC hits are converted to local LLC hits, LLC latencies decrease
and total ring hops drop. However, a potential downside is that a stack-intensive appli-
cation could evict useful heap data out of its local slice, causing an increase in total LLC
miss rates. Therefore, we need to verify that if such a scenario exists, the performance
impact of increased LLC misses must not cancel off the benefits in reduced hit laten-
cies and interconnect traffic(see Section 4.3). In general, the larger the interconnect, the
more likely that create core-stack data affinity is beneficial for overall performance.

There are a few challenges in implementing this mechanism. First, it requires we
be able to recognize virtual memory regions outside the processor core. Second, due
to different routing rules for stack and non-stack memory, we need to make sure false
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Fig. 4. Stack’s percentages in the cache hierarchy

hits do not occur between memory regions. Third, we should avoid fine-grained cache
coherence. In the next sections, we explain how each of these requirements is fulfilled.

3.2 Stack Reference Identification at the LLC

When a memory access misses the L1 cache, its physical address is sent out to the sys-
tem. Software semantic information is lost in the virtual-to-physical translation process.
We augment each pagetable and TLB entry with an extra bit for stack hint. In the page
fault handler, the kernel checks the faulting virtual address. If it is a stack access, the
stack hint bit is set to ’1’ in the pagetable entry. Otherwise set the bit to ’0’. Every
load/store operation acquires the stack hint bit from the TLB and carries it to the LLC
if it misses the L1 cache.

Using the stack reference identification method in Section 2.2, under pathological
cases we could misclassify memory references. We will explain in Section 3.5 that we
do not maintain cache coherency between slices on a block-by-block basis. Therefore
there is a concern on program correctness if a page misclassification does happen. Clas-
sifying a stack page as a non-stack one is harmless since that would be equivalent to
degrading into the baseline interleaved mapping. Classifying a heap page as a stack page
could cause program errors for multithreaded applications, because each of the threads
that share the page may keep a copy in its local cache slice. To fix this issue, the virtual
memory manager in the kernel only needs to increase the value of TOP OF LIB if non-
stack memory (heap, shared libraries) expands above the previously set TOP OF LIB.

3.3 LLC Slice Selection

With the stack hint available for each L1 cache miss, the ring stop can select between
the baseline hashing function and the local slice number as the destination LLC slice.
Stack accesses are routed to their local slice and non-stack accesses are routed using
the baseline hashing function.
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Figure 5 contains conceptual flows of the process for the baseline (Figure 5(a)) and
for the proposed mechanism (Figure 5(b)). LLC access latency will not be affected
since we are only adding a mux. In commercial processors, the LLC slice selection is
typically performed earlier in the pipeline, e.g., as soon as a miss to the private cache
is detected. In those designs the LLC slice selection logic is completely off the critical
path. Based on this LLC slice selection logic, blocks that miss the L1 cache are directed
to the local slice if they are stack accesses regardless of their memory block number.

3.4 Design of the Cache Tags

For a CPU with N cores and N cache slices, the slice selection logic uses logN bits
in the memory block address to route a request. None of the logN bits is used in set
indexing or tag. This is shown in the top row in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Avoiding false hits between stack and non-stack data

For ease of discussion, let’s assume PageSize = 4096, BlockSize = 64. With
stack requests mapped to their local cache slice, the tag field of each cacheline should
include the baseline tag plus the logN bits used for slice selection of non-stack requests,
shown in the ”stack” row of the middle section in Figure 6. For non-stack blocks, these
extra logN bits in the tag field are don’t-care bits, shown as all 0’s in the figure. When
logN > log(PageSize)− log(BlockSize), i.e., logN > 6 in our example, false hits
can occur between stack and non-stack request/data. An incoming stack request can
falsely hit a cached block with heap data, or, vise versa. The reason these can happen is
that at least one low-order bit of the page number fails to be captured in the non-stack
index/tag. As we have explained, false hits could occur only if N > 64. If N ≤ 64,
false hits are never an issue since stack and non-stack physical page numbers differ. As
long as all bits of the page number are used in index/tag, stack and non-stack requests
will not hit a cached block of the other region.
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Table 1. Simulation Setup

Core 2.0Ghz, Out-of-order, 16 Cores.
Date TLB 4-way set associative, LRU, 4KB/page, 32/64/128/256 entries
Caches L1: 32KB each of I and D, 4-way set-associative; L2: 0.5MBx16, 8-way set-associative
Other Cache Params. Write-back; 64-bytes/line, LRU replacement
Hit Latencies L1C = 2 core cycles, L2C = 12 core cycles if hit in local slice
DDR 2 Channels/MemCtrl, 64b interface, 16B/cycle @ 800Mhz, 120ns latency

Table 2. The Interconnect Setup

Ring 1.0Ghz, 18 stops: 16 core/LLC stops and 2 memory controller stops. Two uni-directional rings.
Ring Components 64-bit command/address ring and 128-bit data ring, each direction
Router Latency 2 cycles router delay, 1 cycle link propagation delay
Buffering Data ring: 4 flit-deep at each input port; Cmd/addr ring: 2-flit deep at each input port

To cope with the stack/non-stack false hit problem in a very large-scale CMP, we add
one bit in the cache tag. This bit is set to 1 for stack blocks, and 0 for non-stack blocks.
In a selected set, a stack request only checks the tags of cached stack blocks, and a non-
stack request only checks the tags of cached non-stack blocks. Since we separate stack
and non-stack, false hits are avoided. For stack blocks, we can then use the low-order
bits of the block address for cache set indexing, shown in the ”Stack” row of the bottom
section in Figure 6. This design solves the false hit problem.

3.5 Avoiding Cache Coherency Overhead

One key advantage of shared LLC over private LLC is elimination of the cache co-
herency overhead, as each memory block has a unique location in cache. The proposed
mapping method would break the uniqueness property of stack block’s slice number in
two scenarios. The first is thread migration. The second is page swapping: the memory
allocator of the kernel may decide to reallocate a page frame that currently holds stack
data to a different process. In both scenarios, cached stack data in the LLC slice need to
be flushed before thread migration or page reallocation can happen. To avoid duplicate
caching, without turning to hardware cache coherency, the kernel should flush the in-
volved pages out of the caches. Since swapping and thread migration are relatively rare
events, performance impact of software cache flushing will be moot in practice.

4 Evaluation of the Proposed Mechanisms

In this section, we present the experiment results of both mechanisms that were pro-
posed in Section 2 and 3. The evaluation metrics are performance and power.

4.1 Experiment Methodology

We evaluate the performance of the proposed optimizations through simulation of
a multiprogrammed workload on a CMP with a distributed shared L2 cache. We
use a cycle-accurate, trace-driven simulator ManySim [7] for performance modeling.
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Fig. 7. TLB miss reduction when covering stack memory with superpages. Superpage size = 4

ManySim has an abstract core module to improve simulation speed, but accurately sim-
ulates the memory subsystem, including cache and TLB microarchitecture.

We model a system that is depicted in Figure 2: a 16-core CMP with a ring connect-
ing the cores and L2 cache. Each ring stop connects one core and one slice of the L2C.
Two memory controllers use dedicated ring stops. Key parameters of the simulation
are presented in Table 1. The interconnect is an 18-node ring consisting of a clockwise
channel and a counter-clockwise channel. Key interconnect parameters are shown in
Table 2. The workload we use is a mix of 16 SPEC CPU2000 applications, each oc-
cupying a processor core. We run them so that each one at least graduates 1 billion
instructions. We use Orion 2.0 [8] to estimate the power consumed by the interconnect.
The power results reported by Orion 2.0 are based on an interconnect in 65 nm, 1.2V
technology.

4.2 Evaluation of Anticipatory Superpaging

For the TLB performance evaluation, we model two types of processors: low-power
(with 32/64 TLB entries) and high-performance (with 128/256 TLB entries). Figure 7
presents the percentage of data TLB misses that are reduced when we apply Anticipa-
tory Superpaging. With 4KB basic pages, we assume a superpage size of 16KB. On
low-power processors, superpaging for stack memory is very effective in improving
TLB coverage, with an average reduction of over 20% in number of misses. Two appli-
cations (applu and art) get negative effects because superpage entries stay unfairly long
in the TLB and cause basic page entries for heap memory to be constantly victimized.

With larger TLB sizes of 128 and 256 entry, the efficacy of the superpaging is lower
than smaller sized TLBs, largely due to the small working set size of our benchmarks.
But a few applications, such as eon, equake, gzip and swim still benefit from solid reduc-
tions in TLB misses. These results motivate us to continue this line of study. As future
work, we will try applications with larger data set, such as scientific and commercial
workloads to showcase the performance benefits of Anticipatory Superpaging.
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Fig. 8. Performance of Stack-Aware Cache Placement on a Multiprogrammed Workload

4.3 Evaluation of Stack-Aware Cache Placement

The main goal for Stack-Aware Cache Placement is not higher performance, but lower
power and energy consumption in the interconnect. While saving power by reducing
interconnect traffic is quite intuitive, the overall effect of the proposed mapping scheme
on LLC miss rate, and hence application performance, is not self-evident.

Regarding the ramifications in overall performance, affinitizing stack data to the
cores that they are attached to has two effects that conflict with each other. On one
hand, average traversed hops in the LLC interconnect will decrease. On the other, the
near-uniform distribution of LLC accesses across slices can be compromised because
some applications have higher cache space occupation tendency than others. On the
core-slice pair that has high cache space demand for stack data, heap accesses of all
applications are penalized. The overall performance is thus the net effect of both con-
flicting factors. In other words, we seek to trade LLC hit rates for a more significant
reward in LLC average hit latencies and interconnect switching power.

Figure 8 presents the performance results for the multiprogrammed workloads on
the 16-core, 18-stop ring. Of the 16 applications, 10 exhibit higher LLC miss rates, with
applu and gap being the two most impacted ones. Total LLC misses increase by 0.2% as
a result. What we get in return for the cost of higher LLC miss count is that aggregated
total number of traversed hops drops by 20%. Three applications, apsi, gap and swim,
save around 30% in ring hop counts, due to the high percentage of stack accesses in
their L1 cache miss streams. The overall effect on performance is an improvement of
1.7% in total instruction throughput, as shown in Figure 8. In fact, applu is the only
application which sees a performance drop with a negligible 0.07% change in CPI.

Core-data affinity reduces total number of traversed ring hops and consequently
switching activities in the routers and the links, and reduces dynamic power consump-
tion. We conduct two sets of experiment to estimate the savings in power consumption
of the ring. The first set of experiment consists of uni-programmed runs of the SPEC
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applications. At any time only one of the 16 cores is active. In the baseline case, all
L1C misses from the active core are evenly distributed to the 16 LLC slices. In the op-
timized case, stack data are stored and fetched from the local LLC. Table 3 shows the
ring power when running different applications. On average, the proposed cache place-
ment scheme saves 14% power compared with the conventional mapping. Due to the
small working sets of SPEC CPU2000, except for a few, most applications have rather
small L1 miss rates. Much of the ring’s power consumption is thus due to leakage, miti-
gating the overall savings percentage. Two applications, eon and equake, hardly benefit
from the optimization at all, largely due to their small number of LLC accesses. An-
other interesting one is gap. As we have seen earlier in Figure 8, gap’s total hop counts
got reduced by a high 30%. However, because of its extremely low LLC accesses per
cycle, there is not much optimization opportunity on the interconnect, with a power
saving of only 2.48%. art demonstrates quite the opposite behavior. Its saved hop count
is below-average (Figure 8), but its power saving (43.92%) tops all the applications that
we tested, due to its high activity factor on the interconnect.

Table 3. Power Consumption of the Ring in a Uni-Program Setup

Application eon equake bzip2 gap mesa apsi mgrid gzip swim
Ring Power, Baseline(W) 0.2641 0.2642 0.2684 0.2732 0.2785 0.2936 0.3248 0.3472 0.3506
Ring Power, Optimized(W) 0.2636 0.2636 0.2654 0.2664 0.2689 0.2700 0.2915 0.3028 0.2934
Savings 0.18% 0.18% 1.10% 2.48% 3.47% 8.03% 10.27% 12.80% 16.32%
Application gcc parser applu vpr twolf mcf art Average Geomean
Ring Power, Baseline(W) 0.3694 0.3784 0.3632 0.4113 0.5042 1.3964 1.4425
Ring Power, Optimized(W) 0.3080 0.3125 0.2963 0.3251 0.3846 0.9259 0.8089
Savings 16.61% 17.40% 18.42% 20.97% 23.73% 33.69% 43.92% 14.35% 6.81%

In the second experiment, we run the 16 applications simultaneously, each occu-
pying a processor core. The aggregate traffic of the 16 applications causes significant
switching activities in the router and the links, making leakage dwarfed by dynamic
power consumption. Reduced ring activities cut total ring power from 3.58W to 2.85W,
a saving of 20.6%. Breakdown of the interconnect power is shown in Table 4.

Overall, we observe significant benefit from the two virtual memory semantic-aware
optimizations. Anticipatory Superpaging reduces TLB miss counts by 10 - 20%, while
Stack-Aware Cache Placement improves ring power consumption by over 20% on a
multiprogrammed workload despite slightly increased cache misses.

5 Related Work

5.1 Work Related to Anticipatory Superpaging

Making good use of superpaging to reduce TLB miss rates has been a perennial research
topic for the last three decades. Reservation-based physical page allocation [9] builds
superpages for heap memory with information gathered at malloc or mmap time. It is
not applicable to stack memory due to the lack of a reservation step in stack growth.
IRIX [10] and HP-UX [11] eagerly build superpages upon the initial page fault. The
major drawback of IRIX and HP-UX’s superpaging mechanisms is that they require
each user application to provide superpage size hints, one for each of the segments.
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Table 4. Power Consumption of the Ring in a Multi-Program Setup

Router Power Link Power Total Power
Baseline 1.94W 1.64W 3.58W

Optimized 1.57W 1.28W 2.85W
Savings 19.4% 22.0% 20.6%

Recognizing limits of these static/offline superpage identification methods, Romer et
al. [1] puts forth a set of dynamic, online promotion algorithms. One of the proposed
algorithms is ASAP, in which a superpage is promoted as soon as all its component
basic pages have been touched. ASAP is found to be suboptimal due to the high cost of
page copying. Our paper can be regarded as a special form of ASAP. But we eliminate
the cost of page copying. Similar to this paper, Cascaval et al. use different page sizes
for different data categories [12]. While we classify data using virtual memory seman-
tics, they classify data based on user applications’ data structures which require offline
profiling. However, offline profiling is usually not available for real-world applications.

5.2 Work Related to Stack-Aware Cache Placement

Caches in general-purpose processors are typically designed oblivious of software se-
mantics, with some rare exceptions, e.g., building separate caches for user data versus
OS data [13], and stack versus non-stack [14,6]. Based on the observation that stack
data are private to each thread, Ballapuram et al. [15] propose to skip snooping for L2
accesses that belong to the stack region, assuming private caches.

Cho [16] and Jin [17] improve core-data affinity through page coloring on a dis-
tributed shared cache. Their approach assumes page-interleaving and do not exploit
virtual memory semantics. We assume cacheline interleaving, which is what most com-
mercial CMP use. But the key idea of our paper can also be achieved using page allo-
cation proposed by Cho and Jin.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose two novel mechanisms that exploit software semantics to
optimize on-chip memory system components. In the first mechanism, automatically
and aggressively using superpages for stack memory greatly reduces TLB misses. By
creating superpages at the initial page fault of a potential superpage, we avoid the high
cost of moving pages of physical memory at a later time. In the second mechanism, we
force stack data, which are private in nature, to be mapped to their local cache slices.
Reduced average LLC hit latencies give us slight improvement in overall application
performance despite small increases in LLC miss rates, and decreased ring hop counts
lead to perceivable benefits in the interconnect power consumption.

In general, we believe that there are many opportunities in microprocessor design to
exploit the rich OS and programming language semantics that have been ’lost in trans-
lation’ on the execution path of data movement instructions and primitives. Identifying
and utilizing memory-related software semantics could lead to graceful solutions that
may cost much more in software semantics-oblivious approaches.
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